Master Knoweldge-full
 There is also this speciality in the non-living images of the
Shaktis and the deities: no soul who goes in front of them
can hide his sins. You yourselves speak about this and say:
“I am like this”. So, this speciality is visible in the non-living
memorials even at the end. These specialities of the Shaktis
are well known in the living form, and this is why they are
also remembered in the memorials. This is the stage of
being a master janijananhar (one who knows everything) ,
that is: the stage of being knowledge-full. This stage will be
experienced in a practical way: it is being experienced and
will continue to be experienced. Have you created such a
gathering? It definitely has to be created. Such a gathering
of those who are moths is needed, through whose every
step, the revelation of the Father can take place.

 as soon as you have the injection of being an embodiment
of remembrance, the awareness of the body will disappear.
You will experience yourself to be a form of light, and others
will also experience this form of yours. This is the final
service. Through this, all your business and activity will be
light - that is, there will be lightness. There is the saying:
“Even a mountain becomes like a mustard seed”. So, too,
by your stabilising in the form of light, all your business will
become light. You will not even need to use your intellect
very much. You do not have to use your intellect for
anything that is light. By having this form of light, you
develop the qualifications of being a master knower of
everything (janijananhar) and a master knower of the three
aspects of time (trikaldarshi) . Then you will not even have
to think about whether you should do something or not.
You will have, in the intellect, only those accurate thoughts
which you have to carry out. There will not be any feeling of
the consequence of karma, whilst in that stage.

 There is so much pleasure experienced when you stabilise
yourself in the stage of being tikaldarshi. When you stand
at the top-most point of any city, and look at the whole city,
you experience pleasure. In the same way, the Confluence

Age is the top-most point, and so, when you stand on it to
look at everything, you will experience pleasure. Yesterday
you were this, and tomorrow you will be this. Do you
experience this so clearly? What will you become
tomorrow? Deities. How many times have you become
this? Many times. So, it has become so easy and so clear.
You say with intoxication that were this. Who else would be
this? Now the heart says: who else would become this? “We
were this, and we are becoming this”. This is being master
knowledge- full.

 You are master knowledgeful, so let the cycle of self
realisation spin constantly and freely. Remain constantly
free from the web of questions of why and what, which
arise from the cycle of thoughts about others.

 Just be careful. Maya is no less. The sparkle and glamour of
Maya is no less. Maya is very glamorous. You have
understood the knowledge of Maya in all her forms and in
all her ways - what Maya is, and in what form and in what
way she comes. Have you taken the full knowledge of this?

You will not say later on that you did not have any
knowledge of this aspect, will you? Do not free yourself by
being so ignorant. Some say that they didn’t even know that
this could happen. Look at what they continue to do!
Because of not knowing, you can be deceived. However,
those who are master knowledge-full cannot be ignorant.
When you say such words - that you did not have
knowledge about a particular aspect - then that is also a
weakness. Knowledge-full means knowledge-full. If there is
ignorance about any aspect, would that one be called a
knowledge-full soul? Those who are embodiments of
knowledge will not be ignorant about anything. Those who
are yogyukt will experience themselves to be knowledgefull about everything in advance, even though they may not
have experienced it. How can those who are trikaldarshi be
ignorant? So, you have become master knowledge-full and
victorious. Therefore, defeat is impossible, is it not?

 Always take every step with the awareness that victory is
your birthright. By performing actions whilst having that
right, you will definitely receive the right to victory, that is,
the right to success. There is no need to create any other
thought. Not even in your dreams should you question

whether you will gain victory or not. The words, “I don’t
know”, should not emerge from the lips of those who are
master knowledge-full. Since you know the three aspects of
time, that is, the beginning, the middle and the end of the
world, since you have become master knowledge-full, these
words, “I don’t know”, cannot emerge from the lips of such
souls who are master knowledge-full. Such souls know
everything. That is the language of those who do not have
knowledge, not of those who are knowledgeable. Even if
you do make a mistake, knowledge makes you aware that
you are performing a wrong action. You are aware of it, are
you not? To say, “I don’t know whether this will happen or
not”, is not the language of Brahmins. So stamp yourself
with this firmly before you go from this bhatthi, so that it
remains firm for 21 births, so that it remains imperishable.
So, have all of you taken both gifts of the bhatthi with you?

 Do you always experience yourself to be master knowledgefull, powerful, and successful in every situation? The result
of being a knowledge-full and powerful soul is to be
successful. At the present moment, there are two subjects:
yoga and gyan. Yoga means being powerful, and gyan

means knowledge. The objective of these two subjects is to
become successful. This is called the visible fruit

 The easiest method to accumulate an income is to apply a
dot. You are a dot. Baba is also a dot. You must continue to
apply a dot to the past, to whatever has happened in the
drama. There is no need to use any question or exclamation
marks, because you have become master knowledge-full.
So “how” has changed to “like this”. It is easy to apply a dot.
How long does it take? Less than one second. If you apply
any other kind of mark, you lose your treasures of
knowledge, powers, virtues, thoughts, and you waste
energy.

 Maya is very clever, but don’t be afraid. When the almighty
authority is with you, Maya is a paper tiger in front of him.
Become master knowledge-full as you continue to perform
every action. The experience of Company makes everything
easy and keeps you safe - when you forget the Company,
everything becomes difficult. All of you have promised that
you will live together and go home together. Or will you live

alone and return alone? You are combined and will remain
combined, and so increase this experience of the Company.
Is Maya powerful, or are you powerful? Maya is your
weakness - it is nothing else. Your weakness becomes Maya
and comes in front of you. Just as physical weakness comes
in front of you in the form of illness, in the same way the
weakness of the soul comes in front of you in the form of
Maya. It is nothing else. So do not become weak, and Maya
will not come. Your aim is to become the conquerors of
Maya, and the conquerors of the world. You have been
victorious countless times, and yet you become afraid? You
wish to claim a kingdom do you not? If you do not attain
victory over your mind, intellect, and sanskars, then how
would you rule your subjects? Is your mind controlling you,
or are you controlling your mind? How many times do you
say, to yourself or others, “I am a soul, you are a soul, I am
peace, I am happiness”? However, whilst walking and
moving around, you lack the experience of soul
consciousness, of being the embodiment of knowledge, the
embodiment of love, the embodiment of peace. Your
speaking about it, and listening to it, are greater than your
experience. And the greatest authority is experience.
Become absorbed in your experience. When you say “I am
peace” you should experience the peace within the form.
The virtues and powers should be your practical experience

at the time of need. Is every one of you making as much
effort as you should be making?

 You are knowledge-full, are you not? You have the
knowledge of the whole drama. Therefore, knowledge-full
children, in what do you have to use your time? You have
to accumulate two treasures a lot. Which two treasures?
One is the treasure of thoughts, and the other is of time.
Both treasures are great, and all of you know this, because
you are the knowledge-full children of the knowledge-full
Father. You are master knowledge-full, are you not? Are
you full? Some are knowledgeable, they are not knowledgefull. Who are you? Are you knowledge-full? Raise your
hands! Are you knowledge-full or knowledgeable? All of you
are knowledge-full? You raised your hands. Good! Wahl The
flags are looking very good. So, to be knowledge-full means
to chase Maya away from a distance. So, are you like that?

 To be an embodiment of knowledge means that the
churning of knowledge should constantly be taking place in
your intellect. You should constantly be speaking words of

knowledge. In your every deed, you should be an
embodiment of knowledge - that is, you should be master
knowledge-full, and a master almighty authority. There
should be visions granted of these main images. This is
known as being an embodiment of knowledge.



The treasure of knowledge is overflowing, is it not? Or is it
lacking a little bit? You are master knowledge-full, are you
not? So you have the treasures of knowledge, the treasures
of power, and the treasures of virtues. You are full. Are all
of you full? Are you full in all three? Or are you full in one,
and not in the other two? At the present time, souls need
all three a great deal. So throughout the day you must
definitely give one or anther donation. Whether you donate
knowledge, powers, or virtues, you have to donate
something. No day of a great donor soul should go by
without something being donated.



To have pure thoughts means to churn the gems of
knowledge, which means playing with the deep, subtle,
entertaining secrets of the Creator and the creation. One is
to repeat and the other is to flow with the waves of the
Ocean of Knowledge, and constantly play wit the gems of

knowledge, in the intoxication of being the master of the
treasures of knowledge. Bring knowledge into the realm of
experience. Such pure thoughts automatically remove you
far away from waste thoughts. Fill the intellect with pure
thoughts. Go into the secret significance of each word of
knowledge, and don’t just enjoy the music. To listen to the
music of the flute of knowledge is very nice, but those who
understand the secret significance will be lost in the
intoxication of churning, and will automatically become a
well wisher for all who come into contact with them.

